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Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randallh@attbi.com

MONTHLY MEETING:
(2nd Thursday every month, various locations, 7:00 pm)
TThe November meeting will be at Charlie Kaluza's
place, where he's building an RV-6A, along with helpers/partners Chuck Gross, Peter Lang and Mike Robertson. Charlie expects to be fairly well along with the firewall forward kit by the meeting date.
Project:
Address:
Date:
Time:
Phone:

Charlie Kaluza’s RV-6A
2979 SW Mountain Lane, West Linn, OR
Thursday, November 14, 2002
7:00 pm
503-638-7820

Driving directions:
Take I-205 to the Stafford exit (#3) south .9 miles. Take
the second left on Mountain Road and proceed another .4 miles. Again take the second left onto Mountain
Lane (between Turner and Schaffer roads). Third house
on the right with the white fence; shop is behind the
house.
Future meeting schedule:
Dec: Bob Clark, RV-9A, Portland
Jan:
Len Kaufman, RV-8, Tualitin
Feb: Van’s Aircraft, Aurora
Meeting places are always needed: if you’d be interested
in hosting a meeting please contact Randall Henderson
at 503-297-5045 or randallh@attbi.com

Subscription Due Dates
Mail subscribers: Your renewal date is in the upper
right corner of your mailing label. Use the form at the
back of this newsletter if there are any changes, otherwise just mail a check to the editor, or pay at a meeting.
E-mail subscribers: Look for your name and renewal
date in the e-mail that the newsletter is attached to.
All subscription data is tracked in an Access database. Data entry errors can happen - if you find an error
in your renewal date please contact the editor.
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EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:
First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $5.00 (usually lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 11/2/2002

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm.
www.eaa105.org for details
This month: 11/21/2002

EAA CHAPTER 902 Monthly Meeting:
Second Wednesday of every month, Mulino Airport in
the OPA building. Info: Bob Boring at 503-661-7627
This month: 11/13/2002

Editor’s Hangar
There’s no question our membership is changing — we
have an increasing percentage of us flying. This is good
and to be expected for I assume that while most of us
truly enjoy the building process, we all begin this endeavor to fly our aircraft. As near as I can tell from our
database we have 47 flying aircraft listed in our database of 186 members. Of course this data is likely not
100% accurate, but when I started five years ago we had
only about 15 flying. Progress.
My reason for mentioning this is that the articles
we’re getting are increasingly about flying as opposed
to building. When I was building I loved reading flying
stories because it help feed that fantasy that one day that
pile of aluminum parts in my garage would in fact fly
too, and just think of all the great places I could fly to.
I’m sensitive though that for those still building it might
be a bit much and not necessarily reflective of their interests. Therefore I try to balance flying articles with
building or technical ones, but of course I don’t have an
infinite supply to choose from.
I guess this is yet another round about way to encourage you, builders and flyers, to write about your
experience. To those who contribute, a genuine “thank
you” from all of us. To those perhaps a bit intimidated
by the process, please don’t be! This is a great way to
try your hand a scribing a few thoughts in a safe environment. I edit as necessary, and the audience is only
other RV guys who really only care about the content.
None of this is submitted for the Pulitzer prize, we’re
just a bunch of guys who want to hear of how you drill
great holes or whatever.
So, have a good solution to a building or technical
problem, or go on a great trip? Write it up!
...Randy
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Reno or Bust: Part 2
(Bob Neuner)
I started going to the Reno air races in 1977. There are a
lot of airshows and fly-ins where you can see P-51’s,
Bearcats, Corsairs, and other planes built for speed.
There are few places where you can see them fly 450
mph 100 feet AGL. This year I only had the weekend
free, so this was going to be an express trip. The plan
was to fly down to Reno early enough on Saturday
morning to see the races that day, and most of the action
on Sunday.
Don Wentz and Greg Tanner came out of the sun
over Bend and joined up. I’ve been over the route many
times. My wife and I have friends near Virginia City,
NV that we visit from time to time. I also take a similar
route when I fly to Phoenix to visit relatives. We made a
stop at the Black Rock desert (see pic in last month’s
issue) then proceeded to strafe the Burning Man cleanup
crew working at the South end of the dry lake. From
there we passed over Pyramid lake to Spanish Springs
airstrip (N86). It was formerly “Nevada Flyers” on your
older maps. Landing there was kind of like touching
down on the first hill of a roller coaster, but the fuel was
cheap ($1.99/gal.), and there was plenty of space to tie
down.
The FBO operator gave us a ride to Sparks, where
we hopped a bus into town. We met Greg’s father and
friend at the Silver Legacy hotel, where his father gave
us a ride to Stead, and the races.
Greg and his father sat in the bleachers, while Don
and I bought pit passes. The unlimited racers were great.
Don hadn’t seen them for years so it was fun to see
them up close. While it was great seeing the old WWII
fighters, we spent most of the time looking at the
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“Formula Ones” and “Sport Plane” class airplanes. This
is where most of the innovation was taking place. Check
out the “supercharger” installed in the back seat of this
“White Lightning” driven by a liquid cooled, two cylinder, snowmobile engine.

(Don Wentz)
After picking the little pieces of glass out of my arms, I
was ready to go to the Races. We let Bob drive and
‘Tour Guide’ us there. He even knew a ‘back way’ to
the field and dropped us at an entrance. Once we got in
and met at the base of the tower, after $20 gate I had
decided to sit in the stands with Greg and his Dad (both
first timers). Bob began twisting my arm, insisting that
I’d be missing out if I didn’t go to the pits. Cheap Bastard that I am, I put up a good fight, but he convinced
me to pop the $25 additional for the pit pass (ouch).
Thanks Bob! I really enjoyed the pits. There were
many great airplanes to see, so much less of the junk the
vendors are selling on the ‘outside’. You could walk
right up and touch the race planes (we knew better),
even the big unlimiteds. I STILL think the P-51 is the
best looking airplane I’ve ever seen. YAKs, ME-109,
Sea Furies, stock and modified P-51s, Corsairs, L-39
Jets, all up close and some in various states of ‘repair’.
Bearcat looks like some kind of massive Bulldog – very
stout and nothing but muscle!
All the while there were races going on, so we
would stop where ever we were and watch them. Love
the sound of the big Unlimiteds! This neat little Thunder
Mustang held second place for a long time, but eventu-
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ally the twin turbos in the Greenamyer Legacy beat him.
Broke my heart!
One sad sight was a couple of Questair Ventures
‘out back’, victims of landing accidents. Cockpits are
intact, but nothing else is…

I haven’t told Janet yet, but check out my
new airplane, I got it cheap!

I’ve never had any interest in the Formula 1 racers,
but seeing them all up close and visiting with the pilots/
crews, was very interesting. Bob and I would argue
about the planes – “It’s a Cassutt with a new wing”, “no,
it’s a Shoestring”, etc. We’d trade off being right, as
verified by someone wiping or working on the airframe.
VERY nice folks, all willing to answer our undoubtedly
brilliant questions.
We finished what was a great afternoon in the sport
class hangar, looking at all the Glasair IIIs and Legacies.
I won the argument about what the SX-300 was skinned
with (hard to tell because the owner had ‘overskinned’
the aluminum with composite!). While we were discussing the plane with the owner, we noticed the really
strange looking 3-blade prop, in unfinished Carbon Fiber. The designer/builder of the props happened to walk
up and spent the next 30 mins watching a race and yakking about props with us. Excellent! His name is Steve
Hill but he makes all the F1 props under the name
“Owens Propellers”. He is making ‘replacement’ blades
for Hartzell and McCauley C/S hubs, in 68” length for
Lancair builders, who have ground clearance problems
and need the shorter prop. A great chance meeting, except I learned that my Hartzell may need a $1200 hub
replacement for an AD! What!!!???
Races over, Bob heads for the car, I head for the last
place I saw Greg. Immediately a golf cart goes by and I
ask for ride on the back. Sure, hop on, so I do and near
the exit they pull up at a hangar full of people and insist
I have a cold one. A free ride AND an ice cold beer – I
like it! Greg is sharp and waiting at the Pit exit, so we
head off looking for Bob and the car, or some of his
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buddies from ‘Area 3’? We find Bob and as we are
heading out spy the ‘palm trees’ at their campsite so
park and join them for Bloody Mary’s and pickled Herring. Yum! They made rude comments about my manhood, so I had to try the Herring. I kind of felt like I was
on ‘Fear Factor’ eating some nasty ‘food’ to win a contest, but it was OK on a cracker, and I ate a second just
to show them! They were great folks, obviously bent on
having too much fun, and were very generous with
some good eats and drinks. Some scam artist came thru
selling stickers, my favorite being ‘Farfrompukin’, a

play on the Farfignuegen (or whatever) VW ads. I could
tell that this crew would close that gap later on ;-).
As much as we wanted to stay and party with the
Area 3 crew (Greg can explain, but it’s something to do
with this specific area in the grandstands, party animals,
orange t-shirts, etc.), Bob and I hadn’t finalized our
room for the night and figured that should be a priority.
He had thought ahead and reserved a ‘fallback’ room at
the Western Village in Sparks, a very average Hotel/
Casino, but only $75 a night versus $200 downtown.
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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They had a free shuttle to town so we headed in for dinner. We failed to hook up with Greg so ended up at a
Sushi place in the Eldorado. The Octopus and Raw
Tuna were pretty tasty. After kicking around for the evening, losing my limit in the Casino of 30 cents
(remember, I’m a C B), we called it a night.

(Bob Neuner)
The weather was being reported as deteriorating in Oregon so the decision was made to leave Sunday morning
instead of seeing any of the races. We decided, instead,
to do a little sightseeing before returning home. We flew
over Lake Tahoe and stopped at Truckee to get a little
brunch. Unfortunately “Ami’s” café at TRK was closed
Sundays. We then flew to Susanville for, what then
turned into lunch.
We had a 30 kt. tailwind on the way home, but it
came with a lot of turbulence. Don and I slowed down
to under 115 kts. to keep from getting concussions from
bouncing against the canopy. We had to dodge a couple
of rain showers, but the weather didn’t turn out to be
nearly as bad as predicted.

(Don Wentz)
Greg must think I’m nuts. For some reason I was VERY
timid about the turbulence, and we kept falling behind
Bob, asking him to slow down some more. I was very
uncomfortable, probably due to my lack of flying over
the last few years. Greg was fine, kept saying “aw, this
is nuthin, seen worse in my 172”. Along with the bad of
the turbulence came the good of a 40-50 mph tailwind indicating 120mph we were showing GPS ground
speeds near 180! The Cheap Bastard in me loved it.
Even with all the sightseeing and extra landings and
takeoffs, I got back to Scappoose with over 10 gallons
left on board and didn’t have to buy any of Bend’s
$2.65/gal fuel.
Lesson learned, leave the high desert EARLY in the
morning, not midday. Overall the trip was great. Next
time I’ll plan a little differently and take a little more
time, and hopefully have some more Home Wingers
with us. Bob was the consummate tour guide/flight
leader, which made it easier on the newbies.

(Bob Neuner)
All in all it was a fun trip. Flying with Don is always
fun and it was great meeting Greg Tanner. I look forward to when Greg gets his “9” finished and can fly to
the Reno air races in his own ship. If I’m lucky, I’ll
have more time next year to stay for the Sunday race
***
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One for the Logbook
By Charles Rice

O

ne the way to Oshkosh, Robin Wessel and I
agreed that we needed to stop at Meigs Field
and experience the hype first hand that we’d
been reading about in AOPA Pilot for so many months,
and seen so many times on MS Flight Simulator (CGX
is the default starting point). As well, Robin’s Grandparents live in Chicago, so he arraigned for us to meet them
and his mom and bro for a little picnic lunch on the
field.
The Class B was no big deal with the help of the
Chicago Terminal Area VFR chart and Robin’s GPSs.
We approached from the south west, and wrapped
around the bottom of the Class B. Maybe 20nm out we
radioed Signature Flight Services to ‘arrange for parking’, per the notes on the VFR chart. No idea what the
point of that was. Perhaps if the Cubs, Bears, or a Mafia
wedding is in town transient parking fills up. With very
little reference to the GPS we managed to spot Lake
Michigan, turned north, and shortly came abeam downtown and the airport.

Down wind was over the lake, and on base you are a
few short miles from and headed directly towards downtown Chicago. The view from the traffic pattern was
nearly worth the price of admission by itself. There
were a list of fees, charges, taxes, and assessments that
were only slightly less contrived than the fees on a
home mortgage. The gal started to explain them to me,
but as I did not want to spoil the experience I cut her off
and told her I’d just look at the receipt later, closed my
eyes and signed the Visa slip as Robin chatted with the
Illinois State Trooper in the Meigs Terminal building
who was a college friend of Robin’s.
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While there, maybe three jets arrived and departed.
One, that was in the pattern behind us, asked for “a 300
gallon splash of jet-A”, and I figured that at $3.00/gal,
that was not far from how much as I spend on avgas all
year.
We enjoyed some sodas and steamed Chinese pork
buns at a picnic table 30 feet from the entrance to the
terminal building and 5 feet from the water of the marina that is between the airport and the city and chatted
about things one chats about with family. Very nice.
I’m glad we made the stop. One day, when the closure of Meigs by the Great Grandson of the current
Mayor Daily is being discussed over pancakes at some
airport, I’ll remember that a buddy and I landed there
once.
Would I stop there again? Not unless I really needed
to be in downtown Chicago. $61.85 buys a lot more avgas the other airports I frequent.
...Charles
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Editors note: Having seen Charles flying Robin’s RV6A around I became curious as to what sort of arrangement they had, after all I wouldn’t just toss the keys to
my plan to just anyone. Knowing this might be of interest to other RV owners I asked him about it, his response follows...

Other People’s RVs
By Charles Rice

A

s close as I can get to flying my own plane
right now is flying a plane I watched be built.
The Robin might tell you I helped him, but I
would caution you against taking that at face value. I
helped buck rivets a couple times, drilled maybe a
dozen holes, several of which were in the right place,
swept out his garage, helped him install and pull the
wings several times, watched him paint, and tried to
catch his dog when it got out one time. Nonetheless, he
lets me fly his plane as long as I am easy on the nose
gear. So what do we do about money and conflicting
schedules?
We independently figured his engine was unwinding, and tires, brakes, belts, and magnetos are wearing
out at around $17 an hour. If I figure on 50 hours a
year, my share of the lawsuit-tax worked out to another
$17 and hour, or $850 of a $2,000 nut. To complete the
cost equation for me, fuel on the O-320 also works out
to just about $17 an hour. That comes out to $51/hr at
50/hrs a year. Some time ago, I gave Robin a whack of
cash (neither of us can remember exactly how much it
was) to cover some where in the vicinity of a third of
the insurance, and I was paying him more or less $30/hr
dry. Last spring I flew the plane to Vegas, and I gave
him $500 for 17.4 hours on the Hobbs. This year, his
insurance went down to about $1,500/yr, and I paid him
$500, and I pay him $20 dry and we both leave the tanks
full. For another point of reference I got the skinny
from Brett O on how he and Ken S. worked that plane
share: One third of the insurance at about $350 per
year, and $30 per hour wet. Brett told me that Ken also
figured the consumables at about $15 an hour.
Schedule conflicts have not been an issue. We keep
either generally informed of when we’d like to go flying
and when we know we’ll be out of town, and that has
worked out fine. The plane has 250 hours since the first
flight last August, and I have over 50 hours in 9RW in
my logbook while only having to move a target flight
time by about an hour, one time. But, access to his
plane does not come commitment free. I was obligated
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to fly to OSH with Robin in July, before one home wing
meeting we nearly washed the plane, I flew safety pilot
with him while he worked on his IFR ticket, and I
helped him with the annual. Onerous tasks, but I’ll do
what ever I have to do.
No two ways about it, this is a hell of a deal for me,
to the point that sometimes I feel like a bit of a chiseler
if I think too much about the value I am getting per dollar spent. And after being spoiled with the speed and
comfort of Robin’s plane, the chance of renting a C150
at north of $50 an hour has become about as likely as
my Mom getting a tattoo.
...Charles

NOTICE: AOA Deal!
Angle-of-Attack Instruments has offered a
15% discount with a group order of 5 or
more. The AOA PRO model normally sells for
$1,495 and AOA SPORT for $890. Take off
15% on either model for a group order. The
shipping charge is $20 on the PRO and $18
on SPORT which might be reduced if all
shipped to one address. Check out their website at http://www.angle-of-attack.com/ for information on their products. If you have interest contact Homewing member Len Kauffman
at 503-885-1920 or lakauf@aol.com.
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Tech Tips
Bending RV-8 Longerons
By Ray Fogg

O

ne of the things I like best about building
an RV is figuring stuff out. At least I like it
after I’ve figured out whatever it was I was
trying to figure out. There have been lots of times
that I’ve gotten stuck on the next procedure. Maybe I
didn’t understand the manual or the drawings, or
maybe I was just nervous about the procedure itself.
Further study has normally done the trick. In a few
instances it has taken a phone call to Randall or an
email to Van’s before the light bulb got lit. I know
that there is a ton of information out there; that other
builders have dealt successfully with the same issues
I am struggling with. I tend to use those resources as
a last resort, both because of the satisfaction involved with figuring things out and an unwillingness
to spend my life on the internet.
Sometimes it is clear what needs to be done
next, but not so clear as to how to do it. For whatever reason, I had allowed myself to get all wrapped
around the axle about bending the longerons. I’ve
been ready to bend them for a week but hadn’t actually done it, usually an indication that I’m not yet
comfortable with a procedure. But last night my
friend Ken came over as he does most every Tuesday evening. I sucked it up and got ready to bend the
lower longerons.
On the –8A there are two bends to make on each
of the upper longerons. The plans suggest putting
each longeron into a vice and bending them with the
aid of a heavy and soft hammer. It was not clear how
we were going to know when the right bend was applied. Maybe we’d hang a plumb bob to mark the
starting point. I had previously watched the Orndorff
video and noted his suggestion of clamping both
longerons in the vice and then bending one at a time.
The distance between the ends could be measured,
with bending continuing until the distance was correct per the plans. This seemed like a great idea until
we actually put the longerons into the vice. There
was 8 feet or so of each longeron extending beyond
the vice waiting to be bent, and there was already a
gap between the ends.
It dawned on us that in the fuselage jig we had a
flat and plumb surface to work on. We snapped a
(Continued on page 9)
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TOP: Clamping for the first bend
MIDDLE: Results of the first bend.
BOTTOM: The second bend.
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chalk line across the top of the bulkhead supports and
clamped both longerons along this line. With one
longeron clamped along its entire length and the two
longerons clamped firmly together and to the jig at the
bend point, we could then bend them one at a time and
know that the jig would help to insure that the bend occurred in one plane only. Both bends were performed on
the jig and the results appear to be good.
Such instances of “figuring things out” have become commonplace during the journey of building this
aircraft. I’m sure that there are lots of ways to get the
longerons to fit well, but progress was halted until I
came up with a procedure I was happy with. Kicking a
problem back and forth with Ken and my wife Diane
and coming up with a solution is really satisfying and
helps to keep the dream of putting this airplane in the air
alive.
...Ray

Classifieds...
FOR SALE
RV-6 - QB fuselage (still in craft at Van's). Tail and all
control complete, wings nearly finished. Numerous options include: Phlogiston spar, electric flaps, electric elevator trim, dual overhead brakes, inverted fuel tank, dual
landing lights, flush mounts for tip lights, wheel pants,
and more. Built by A&P Owner/Pilot. $16,500 firm, consider trades (239) 728-2645, 10/02
Hangar at HIO — RV construction tools possible also.
Contact Dave Lewis Sr. 503-644-1389, 503-888-0989
cell, 12/02
Lowrance AirMap 300 — With all accessories, $575
Greg Halvorson, 503-528-2841, 1/03
RV-6 Seats — Temperfoam, $185 for both, Greg
Halvorson, 503-528-2841, 1/03
RV-6/6A Seatbelts - One pair Van's Model SBH-6 Lt
Purple Grey in color. 1/2 price...$120 for the pair. Gary
Miller, 503 350-5848 Days, 503 548-5286 Evenings or
weekends, gmil@poorman-douglas.com, 1/03
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $75, check ‘em out at
www.duckworksaviation.com

WANTED

Home Wing Website
Randall Henderson volunteered some time ago to put up
a website for the Home Wing (and thus become our
webmaster). He talked his employer into letting him use
some server space and put up a basic site several years
ago. While it started out quite basic, he has continued to
ad content and evolve the site to the point where it’s
now quite complete. He even registered the vanshomewing.org domain for us.
You’ll note that we have now moved the Tool Crib
listing over the site to save space in the newsletter. The
lastest meeting notice can always be found there as well
as links to members projects and even many useful
downloads. Check it out…

www.vanshomewing.org
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

RV-6A WANTED — Would consider RV -6. Good construction/condition, paint and panel. Prefer 180HP, CS
but will look at others. Budget around $50,000. Have
cash, but would consider trading my 1927 Chevrolet
Roadster rod if someone were interested...value around
$20,000. Call Tony Marshall, Polson, MT 406-883-1372
days. Email photos and data sheet to
tony@homesmt.com, 11/02
WING PAINTING STAND — Would the current custodian of my wing painting stand (I can’t remember who
has it) please contact me. Thanks! Stan Van Grunsven
360-254-3492, stanvan@pacifier.com, 1/03

Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.
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The Tool CRIB
Being a current Home Wing entitles you to access the group’s tools, a major benefit. The Home Wing owns a growing selection of those expensive and seldom-used tools that are very nice to have access to. This program is managed
by The Toolmeister: Brent Ohlgren, 503-288-8197, obrento@aracnet.com. Please help protect the group’s assets,
observe our Tool Policy:

Home Wing Tool Policy:
• Everything goes through Brent — do not give the tool to another member.
• Brent will keep an accurate sign-out sheet for each item so he knows where it is at all times.
• Brent will inspect all tools upon their return. If there is any damage he will ask you to pay for the repair (with the
threat of public humiliation if you fail to be a grown-up).
In addition to the Home Wing’s tools, certain benevolent members have tools they may be willing to loan. These
tools, in addition to a complete inventory of the Home Wing’s tools, are on listed on our web site. Let the editor know
if you have jigs, tools, or shop space to loan, exchange, or otherwise provide.
The Tool Crib can be found at the Home Wing website…

www.vanshomewing.org

EAA Technical Counselors & Flight Advisors
The following Home Wing members have volunteered as technical counselors
under the EAA Technical Counselor program:
• Dan Benua 503-621-3323 danb@synopsys.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6A builder, Hillsboro-Scappoose-Portland area)

• Jerry Darrah 503-254-9992 (EAA Ch. 902, A&P, Glastar builder, Portland-Troutdale area)
• Randall Henderson 503-297-5045 randallh@attbi.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6 builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-8 builder, Vancouver/Portland area)
• Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Brian Moentenich 503-666-7518, Brian.L.Moentenich@usace.army.mil (EAA Ch. 902, RV-6A builder, PortlandTTD area)
• Mike Robertson 503-681-5537 mrobert569@hotmail.com (FAA A&P w/IA, RV-8A builder, Hillsboro-Portland)

• Bill Truax 360-582-0558 goonybrd@olypen.com (Sequim-Port Townsend WA area)
• Don Wentz 503-543-2298 jwentz@columbia-center.org (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6 builder, Scappoose-Portland area)
The following Home Wing members have volunteered as flight advisors
under the EAA Flight Advisor program:
• Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
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Home Wing info:
A non-profit volunteer organization dedicated to building and flying Van’s RV Series Aircraft
Here ‘s the people who do the work:
Newsletter Editor & E-publisher ........... Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Newsletter Print Publisher .................... Randy Griffin 360-944-7400, skydog-8@attbi.com
Membership (dues & database)............. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Meeting Coordinator ............................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@attbi.com
Flying Activities Coordinator ................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@attbi.com
Annual Fly-in Boss .............................. Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Home Wing web site ........................... www.vanshomewing.org
Webmaster .......................................... Randall Henderson randallh@attbi.com
IMPORTANT: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All
products reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All building or flying tips represented only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to
build or fly his/her aircraft. Builder’s tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All information is
presented only as a source of information, and this newsletter is a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods only. NO responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any
party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples does so at their own risk and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product, incorrect construction, design
failure, unsafe aircraft operation practice, nor any other peril. Any material printed within may not be reprinted without specific permission, and then should include credit to the original source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less
monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request. Mail or e-mail all subscriptions, ideas, tips,
tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing Membership Sign-up/Renewal
To join or renew, fill out this form and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607,
along with $10 for renewals or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or
Home Wing. If you are renewing you only need to give your name, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Please don’t forget your e-mail address and newsletter distribution method.
Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Home phone:

Address:

Work phone:

City, State,
Zip:

E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3 o

Status:

Newsletter

RV-4 o

Not started

o

Distribution:

Empennage

Fuselage

o
o
o

E-mail (pdf)

RV-8 o

o
RV-7A o
RV-8A o

RV-9 o

RV-9A

o

Finish kit

o

RV-10A

o

Flying

o

RV-6 o
RV-7 o

RV-6A

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Wings

Mail

EAA Chapter:

o
o

PLEASE check the email box if you
have an email address and can possibly accept the N.L. in electronic
form. This will ease the burden on
the editor and help save money that
can be better spent on tools and
such.

______

Payment:
Check

o

Cash

o

Info change only

o
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